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U.S. JOBS -- THE BIG PICTURE
Job growth in the national economy
continued its recovery in July, according to
preliminary data from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS). The U.S. economy added
a net 943,000 jobs in July on a seasonallyadjusted basis, which followed an upwardrevised gain of 938,000 jobs in June.
In total, during the first seven months of
2021, the national economy added more than
4.3 million jobs. Despite the solid growth, the
economy remained 5.7 million jobs – or 3.7%
– below its February 2020 pre-pandemic
peak.

PEPSICO AND COCA-COLA
ENTER BEVERAGE ALCOHOL
MARKET
PepsiCo and Sam Adams brewer Boston
Beer are teaming up to create a beverage alcohol version of Mountain Dew. Boston Beer
will develop and produce the drink, called
Hard Mountain Dew, while Pepsi has created
a new entity to sell, deliver and market the
product. The beverage is expected to hit
shelves in early 2022. Hard Mountain Dew
will belong to the flavored malt beverage
category and contain 5% alcohol by volume.

For the sixth consecutive month, the BLS'
broadly defined leisure and hospitality sector
(which includes on-premise establishments)
led the way. The eating and drinking place
(+253,200), accommodations (+74,000) and
arts, entertainment and recreation (+53,000)
sectors all expanded payrolls at a solid pace
in July.
Elsewhere in the private sector, the
professional and business services (+60,000),
transportation and warehousing (+50,000),
health care and social assistance (+47,000),
private educational services (+40,000), manufacturing (+27,000), information (+24,000)
and financial activities (+22,000) sectors
added jobs in July.
Government employment rose by
240,000 in July, the bulk of which was in local government education (+221,000 jobs).
The federal government added 18,000 jobs
in July, while state government agencies
trimmed payrolls by 8,000.
The U.S. economy is far from the robust
growth we were experiencing pre-pandemic.
However, these indicators are all good signs
for the future. It's hard to fathom that there
are those that would return to lockdowns and
capacity limits for a variant that has a case fatality rate (CFR) of 0.07%. (That means, if you
get the variant you have a 99.93% chance of
survival -- the same chance of dying from a
fall down a flight of stairs.)
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The Sun Rises on a New Career
for Mike Fratantuono

BY TEDDY DURGIN

If you are reading this article and you have ever eaten at the Sunset
Restaurant in Glen Burnie, then right now you are probably fondly
remembering the iconic eatery’s cream of crab soup. Or maybe their
shrimp salad. Or you’re just smiling at the memory of some leisurely
meals you enjoyed with your friends, family, or colleagues.

C

hances are, Mike Fratantuono
was somewhere in your orbit during those meals. He was one of
the three long-time proprietors
of Sunset along with Dave and Gary Fratantuono. The family operated the restaurant
for 60 years until pandemic times forced its
closure at the end of last September.
It didn’t take long for Mike to land on
his feet. Another restaurant? According to
him, “No, never.” Instead, he is now an
agent for Passauer & Miller Insurance Inc.
in Manchester, Md. One of his specialties?
Selling policies to restaurants, bars, and
packaged goods stores, of course.
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So far, his clientele has appreciated his
background and experience. During a recent interview with the Beverage Journal,
Fratantuono remarked, “I understand what
people who are in the bar, restaurant, and
liquor store business are going through.
Whether it’s trying to hire employees or
preparing for a kitchen inspection. From a
safety protocol, are their fire extinguishers
up to date? Do they have mats on the floor
for safety? Is your refrigeration in good order? Is everything up to fire code? Has the
hood system been cleaned? By doing all of
that myself for 32 years, I just need one eyeball and I can see what’s going on. Once I

show them that I had been in the business
for 32 years and that I speak their language,
they know I understand things pretty well.”
Fratantuono and his firm offer a wide
range of insurance products. In particular,
bars and restaurants need general liability
coverage, fire insurance, and liquor liability insurance. “They’re also going to need
insurance for the building,” he added,
“They’re going to need liability in case
somebody experiences food related injury.
In today’s world, they’re also going to need
employment practices insurance, to protect
them from employment related claims in
dealing with their staff.”

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

As much knowledge and experience
Fratantuono has brought over from the
foodservice industry, he has also drawn on
qualities from a whole different part of his
background and being. “One of the things
I stand behind is I have 50 years of scouting experience,” he says. “It sounds kind of
corny, but I try to follow the Scout Law Principles. A Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful,
friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful,
thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent. If you cover all 12 of those, both sides are going to be
OK. Insurance agents should always try and
have a positive attitude with the customers.
And if someone is happy with their current
insurers and says, ‘No, I’m happy with what
I’ve got; or a family or friend is their agent,’
you should thank them for their time and
move on. However, when they let us take
a look, often times cost savings or coverage
gaps are revealed.”
He went on to state that the favorite
part of his new job and lifestyle is he now
works Mondays through Fridays, from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. “I have all my nights off and all
of my weekends off!” he declares proudly.
“I also work in an office where everybody is
great and extremely knowledgeable. Dave
Miller is a fantastic person to work for. He’s
there to help you and understands the insur-

ance inside and out, as does the remainder
of the staff. Everybody, in our organization
is willing to help out.
In addition to bars, restaurants, and liquor stores, his clients include landscapers,
auto shops, and so forth. So, would he ever
go back to his old profession? Fratantuono
gave a quick and emphatic “No! After so
many years, it’s been good to sign the back
of the check rather than the front.”
The restaurant industry has changed
so much. The customers’ expectations are
totally different. Every restaurateur will tell
you that people generally don’t ‘dine’ anymore. There is a difference between ‘din-

ing’ and going out to eat. The experience
now seems to be more about ‘how fast can
they get it, how fast can they eat it, and
how fast can they get back out the door.’
Dining used to be an event. People would
get dressed up to go eat out. The average
person doesn’t do that anymore. There’s no
time to enjoy the dining experience. A lot
of the chain places are really pushing that.
Now it’s all about the turnover. The Dining
“experience” is something that’s been really
lost in the industry these days.
At Sunset, we always said, ‘Take your
time, sit back, enjoy yourself...Dine!’” n
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THE
FIND

NEW PIÑA COLADA FROM CUTWATER SPIRITS

SUSTAINABLE BAG-IN-BOX
COCKTAILS

Polish brothers Matthias and Jacob Kozuba
acquired a passion for the industry working
for their father at Kozuba & Sons Distillery.
Now based in the U.S., they have their own
boozy venture, BarBox, an eco-friendly
company that aims to significantly reduce
material waste and water and energy use.
All-natural, preservative-free margarita and
gin lemonade cocktails are packaged in
bag-in-box vessels crafted from corrugated
cardboard, featuring fibers from sustainably
managed forests as well as ones recovered
from recycled paper. Each package
contains 14 ready-to-drink, four-ounce
cocktails (SRP $24.99).

San Diego distillery Cutwater Spirits, known for its vast range of
ready-to-drink cocktails, has now added Piña Colada to its lineup
of no-assembly-required beverages. The canned cocktail pairs the
distillery’s own Bali Hai Tiki Rum with coconut cream liqueur and ripe
pineapple notes, eliciting a tropical libation whenever there is a desire
for summer vacation vibes. SRP $12.99 per four-pack.

AUSTRIAN SPIRIT

Domäne Wachau, led by winery director Roman
Horvath and oenologist and cellar master
Heinz Frischengruber, is one of Austria’s most
renowned producers. Its 2020 Loess Grüner
Veltliner is the winery’s first offering in a oneliter format to be released stateside as part of the
González Byass USA portfolio. The Sustainable
Austria-certified grapes are grown in small
vineyard plots along the Danube riverbed, the
loess soil yielding especially fresh, fruity wines.
SRP $14 per one-liter bottle.

DEEP EDDY ENTERS THE RTD MARKET
Austin, Texas-based Deep Eddy
Vodka makes its mark on the
fast-growing RTD segment with
Deep Eddy Vodka + Soda. The
simple, refreshing canned cocktail
comes in two different iterations,
Deep Eddy Lemon Vodka + Soda
and Deep Eddy Ruby Red + Soda,
starring some of the brand’s most
popular vodka flavors. Matching
the breezy drink is its packaging,
a vibrantly colored can depicting
a slice of lemon or grapefruit.
Available in Texas, Colorado,
South Carolina and Maryland;
SRP $11.99 per four-pack.
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A DUO OF ITALIAN WHITE WINES
ARRIVES STATESIDE

Two bottlings from Angelini Wine, the
Livon Pinot Grigio Colli Orientali
2020 and Pasetti Rachele, have hit
the U.S. market. The Pinot Grigio, from
the Friuli-based Livon winery, is a
fruit-forward natural wine that upholds
Sistema Qualita Nazionale Produzione
Integrata regulations. Rachele, made
at the Pasetti winery in Abruzzo, is an
ode to the redheads in the family, and
it brings together Chardonnay grapes
with Pecorino and Passerina. SRP
$14.99 per 750-milliliter bottle.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

TIMELESS SIGNATURE RESERVE PORT
A NEW DESIGN CELEBRATING THE HISTORY
OF GRAHAM’S SIGNATURE RESERVE PORT.

WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW

RARE ONE

THE EXPERIMENT

Octomore, Bruichladdich Distillery’s heavily peated Islay single malt
whisky range, is ready to flaunt its 12th series from head distiller Adam
Hannett in October. Of the trifecta, the 12.1 edition (SRP: $199.99) is
the gateway whisky. Aged for five years in old American oak casks,
it balances assertive smoke with fruit and florals, whereas the 12.2
(SRP: $234.99) spends 3.5 years in those barrels before being moved
to Sauternes casks for 18 months for a contrasting jolt of melon and
white peach. Octomore 12.3 (SRP: $259.99), a single-vintage, singlefield, single malt ambitiously recombines liquids that took different
routes—75 percent matured in American oak casks and 25 percent
filled in Pedro Ximénez Solera barrels for five years—for a melange of
salty and sweet dried fruit notes.

There are just 500 bottles of The Last Drop 50 Year Old Signature
Blended Scotch Whisky, the inaugural signature blend from curators
the Last Drop. Made by master blender Colin Scott, the complex liquid
is composed of malt and Scotch grain whiskies that have been aged
for a minimum of 50 years. These mature whiskies, aged in bourbon
and sherry oak casks, are blended together for a rich but fresh spirit
redolent of dried fruit and creamy toffee. The Last Drop’s 22nd release,
it marks the first in a series of limited-edition blends that will be created
in partnership with members of “The Assembly,” an alliance of spiritsindustry experts. SRP $4,250 per 750-milliliter bottle.

MINERAL ELEMENT

Following the launch of Benjamin Chapman
7-Year Whiskey, 3 Badge Beverage Corporation
now presents Benjamin Chapman 4-Year Corn
Whiskey. Consisting of an 80 percent corn, 11
percent rye and 9 percent malt mash, it is also
characterized by its use of mineral-laden Kentucky
limestone water. Aromas of fresh cornbread and
butterscotch pave the way to baked pineapple
upside-down cake and toasted oak. The
packaging, including the diamond-faceted bottle
shape, reinforces the notion of Benjamin Chapman
as a mysterious 1960s bon vivant. 90 proof, SRP
$36 per 750-milliliter bottle.

THE JAPANESE EFFECT
ROAD TRIP

For its new RoadStock Rye Whiskey, WhistlePig set out on a 6,000mile journey in an 18-wheeler “Rolling Rickhouse.” The cross-country
trip from WhistlePig’s Vermont home to California and back fostered an
unconventional approach to barrel finishing. Half of the future whiskey
was transferred to Bordeaux blend casks (78 percent Cabernet, 12%
Merlot, 8 percent Petit Verdot, and 2 percent Malbec) from Sonoma’s
Jordan Winery. Then, the Rickhouse, accompanied by a custom
RoadStock Dodge Hellcat fueled by aged WhistlePig whiskey, headed
along Route 66 to Firestone Walker Brewing Company in Paso Robles,
where the remaining whiskey was moved into Firestone’s Imperial
Stout, Imperial Blonde Ale and Experimental Ale barrels for the return
journey. 86 proof, SRP $72.99 per 750-milliliter bottle.
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An eight-year-old blended Scotch finished
in casks fashioned out of rare Japanese
Mizunara oak casks for six months,
Dewar’s Japanese Smooth joins a slate
of other Dewar’s-finished varieties. Unlike
those limited editions finished in rum, Ilegal
Mezcal, and ruby Port, Japanese Smooth is
a permanent addition to the Dewar’s range.
Eliciting floral, honey, cinnamon spice and
sandalwood notes, Japanese Smooth is
perfect to mix with soda water for a chilled,
elegant highball. 80 proof, SRP $24.99 per
750-milliliter bottle.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

AWARD-WINNING AMERICAN
SINGLE MALT WHISKIES

SHOW MORE
8 SELL MORE

Î Solid Shelves
Î Maximum display
Edgeless Doors
Î Maximum efficiency

3141 Frederick Ave. Baltimore MD | 410-945-7878 or 800-848-7748 | careysales.com

WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW

POIGNANT MEMORY

CONTEMPORARY RYE

When Old Forester Rye was released in 2019, it was the first new
recipe for the brand in nearly 150 years. Just a short time later, there is
now another newcomer to look forward to: Old Forester Rye Single
Barrel. This unfiltered, 127-proof, barrel-strength version is full-bodied,
laced with notes of ripe orchard fruit, cinnamon stick, dried dill, and
hazelnut, finishing with hints of black pepper and green anisette.
Available in limited quantities, SRP $79.99 per 750-milliliter bottle.

After eight years of distilling and aging Horse Soldier Bourbon
in Columbus, Ohio, the brand is gearing up to build a distillery in
Somerset, Kentucky, on the southernmost part of the state’s bourbon
trail. Founded by John Koko and Scott Neil, former U.S. Army Green
Berets and “horse soldiers” based in Afghanistan shortly after 9/11, and
Elizabeth Pritchard-Koko, the whiskey collection encompasses Straight
Bourbon (SRP: $49.99), Small Batch Bourbon (SRP: $69.99), and Barrel
Strength Bourbon (SRP: $84.99) along with special annual expressions.
This fall, the Commander’s Select Limited Edition Single Batch Release
(SRP: $595) commemorates the 20-year anniversary of the September
11 attacks.

WHISKEY MOVES

Eleven years after it was founded in
Columbus, Ohio, Watershed Distillery is
kicking off its new premium bourbon portfolio
with both a bottled-in-bond expression and a
distinctive tri-blend bottling. The latter, simply
named Watershed Distillery Bourbon,
marries Watershed’s own straight bourbon
whiskey with its six-year apple brandy
finished bourbon and another sourced variety.
The result is a vibrant four-year-old whiskey
with flavors of dark cherry, warm spice, and
vanilla. 90 proof, SRP $39.99 per 750-milliliter
bottle.

BONDING SESSION
BREAK WITH TRADITION

Most of the offerings from George Dickel showcase a decidedly
Tennessee whiskey style, but Dickel Bourbon, the eight-yearold created by Cascade Hollow Distillery general manager and
distiller, Nicole Austin, veers into more classic bourbon territory. The
accessible yet nuanced whiskey, bottled at 90 proof, is layered with
notes of vanilla, cherry, orange, almond toffee, and oak, that make it
ideal to sip neat or use as the base of an Old Fashioned. SRP $32.99
per 750-milliliter bottle.
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The fall 2021 edition of Old Fitzgerald Bottledin-Bond Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
is here. This eighth national release is an 11-yearold, the second one of its kind in the series, and
was culled from barrels produced in 2010 from
rickhouse EE. Packaged in an ornate decanter,
it features a black label and a tax strip revealing
the exact dates when the liquid was made and
bottled. 100 proof, SRP $110 per 750-milliliter
bottle.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

Handcrafted premium Tequila made from
100% fully mature Blue Agave grown in

Los Valles of Jalisco. Double distilled and

crafted in small batches at a family-owned
distillery, Tequila Zarpado brings true
craft quality at an everyday price.

93
POINTS

BEST TEQUILAS
UNDER $50
“This Tequila punches well
above its price point”

“AN EXCEPTIONAL SPIRIT… AND THAT
$25 PRICE TAG IS A CRAZY DEAL.”
ĕ GEAR PATROL

FO R O RDERS AN D I N FO, CONTACT B R IA N S HA NA HA N@ L AT IT UD EB EVER AGE .CO M
TEQUI L A ZA R PA D O.COM

WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW

THE VIRGINIA BOWMAN
SMOKY OWNBY

Ole Smoky Distillery announced the launch of their small-batch
premium whiskey brand honoring family ties: James Ownby Reserve
Tennessee Straight Bourbon Whiskey. The 94-proof whiskey is
filtered utilizing the Lincoln County Process, passing through sugar
maple charcoal before aging. Fewer than 200 barrels of James Ownby
Reserve will be released this month. The whiskey commemorates the
history of James Ownby—the fifth-generation great-grandfather of Ole
Smoky Distillery’s founder Joe Baker.

Virginia’s A. Smith Bowman Distillery is adding a permanent
expression to its portfolio: A. Smith Bowman Cask Strength
Bourbon. Aged a minimum of 10 years with barrels selected by master
distiller Brian Prewitt, the A. Smith Bowman Cask Strength will be an
annual release, bottled uncut and non chill-filtered. Coming in at 141.1
proof, the first release in this annual series contains barrels selected
from the lower tiers in Warehouses A1 and A. SRP $99.99 for 750ml
bottle.

TAGALONG WITH
THE LATEST BOOKER’S

The second release of the Booker’s
Bourbon 2021 Collection is Booker’s Batch
2021-02, the Tagalong Batch, celebrating
the way sixth-generation master distiller
Booker Noe learned the ropes at the
distillery by tagging along with his
grandfather, Jim Beam. Seventh-generation
master distiller Fred Noe followed his dad’s
footsteps, a tradition Noe continues to this
day with his son Freddie. Aged six years
and five months, 127.9 proof, SRP $89.99.

LEFT BANK ISLAY
TEN-YEAR-OLD COLONEL

In honor of Col. E. H. Taylor, Jr., Buffalo Trace is releasing a one-time
edition Warehouse C Bourbon in the Taylor lineup. The bottled-inbond bourbon was aged for 10 years in the center of the second and
fifth floors in a warehouse built by Taylor in 1885: the second floor is
said to be quite dry, making it ideal for 10- to 15-year-old products,
while the fifth floor is filled with windows, providing excellent air flow
throughout the floor. SRP is $69.99 per 750ml bottle.
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Bruichladdich introduces the newest Cask
Exploration edition, the heavily peated Islay Port
Charlotte PAC:01 2011. Two parcels of Scottish
barley-distilled spirit were matured for a minimum
of six years in ex-American oak casks before being
transferred to red wine casks from the Left Bank
of the Gironde in the north of Bordeaux. Bottled at
112.2.proof, this edition’s SRP is $129.99.
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LAST
CALL

GOA PUNCH
AT BAAR BAAR
AN INDIAN INSPIRED PUNCH MADE BY
MIXOLOGIST CHETAN GANGAN
BY MARLENA HOFFMAN

“

I

think everyone is excited to be out
and about again,” mixologist Chetan
Gangan of Baar Baar in New York
City notes. For the restaurant's postCOVID summer reopening, he created a
whole new cocktail list for the summer
season; the Goa Punch at Baar Baar pays
homage to the beach town in India.
“Rum-based cocktails have become more
popular and we wanted to come up with
a seasonal summer cocktail that spoke to
that,” says Gangan, “It has been said that
punch drinks originated in India and its
name is derived from the Sanskrit word
'pancha,' meaning five.”
The rum base is infused with curry
leaves, accentuating its flavors; it’s then
mixed with Malibu, pineapple juice, lime
juice, and peach schnapps and shaken.
Fried curry leaves garnish the cocktail.
The cocktail complements the modern
Indian spices at Baar Baar; the pineapple
and coconut in the drink are the perfect
pair to the chutney and curry dishes.
The cocktail is true to its name. The
style and tropical notes in this cocktail
are perfect to enjoy at the beach,” says
Gangan. ■

● GOA PUNCH
Recipe by Chetan Gangan
2 oz pineapple juice
¾ oz lime juice
½ oz peach schnapps

Method: For the curry leaf-infused dark rum:
Muddle 15 to 20 curry leaves and combine with
dark rum. Let it infuse for 24 hours. Add all
ingredients into a cocktail shaker with ice. Shake
and strain onto a block of ice in an acrylic Tiki
glass. Garnish with fried curry leaf.
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Ingredients:
1 ½ oz curry leaf-infused
dark rum
½ oz Malibu

WINE
BUZZ

LICENCE IV RELEASES CANS OF ITS FRENCH WINE

INDUSTRY VETERANS UNVEIL
THOROUGHBRED-INSPIRED WINE BRAND

United by a love of wine and horses, Barbara Banke and Peggy Furth
have created WindRacer Wines. Banke developed Jackson Family
Wines with her late husband, Jess Jackson, while Furth is a former
co-chair and CEO of Chalk Hill Estates & Vineyards. WindRacer
Wines embrace California grapes sourced from extreme viticulture
vineyards along the northern coast, and the lineup is comprised
of six minimal-intervention, single-vineyard wines, including two
Chardonnay and four Pinot Noir varieties from the Russian River
Valley, Alexander Valley, Anderson Valley and Sonoma Coast.
Currently, they are available in California, Florida, Kentucky and New
York, SRP $65 to $75 per 750-milliliter bottle.

DRY FARM WINES LAUNCHES BOLIXIR

Natural wine leader Dry Farm Wines has released bolixir, a limitededition collection of botanical-infused wines from a small family farm
in Austria led by grower Julie-Ann Hoch, wife of winemaker Christoph
Hoch. Her four natural, low-alcohol wines include Dandelion White
(organic mint, dandelion, nettle and hops) and Lavender Red
(organic lavender, rose and nettle), as well as two sparkling varieties,
Elderflower Bubbles and Rose Blossom Bubbles, a white and rosé
each heightened by their namesake flowers. Like all Dry Farm
products, bolixir is lab-tested by a certified, independent enologist.
SRP $117 for all four bottles.
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Licence IV, the proprietary French wine label from importer and
wholesaler Martine’s Wines, now includes two convenient canned
expressions. The blanc, made with Melon de Bourgogne from
Muscadet in the Loire Valley, is fermented in stainless steel using
native yeasts and aged on lees in concrete tanks. Produced by
Bastide de la Ciselette in Provence, the rosé combines Grenache
(80 percent) and Merlot (20 percent). After a pneumatic pressing, it
settles for 24 hours, ferments at a low temperature for 15 days and is
aged six months in stainless steel tanks. SRP $5.99 per 250-milliliter
can; SRP $23.99 for four-pack.

PASQUA INTRODUCES 11 MINUTES ROSÉ

One of the newest additions to the portfolio of
Pasqua Italian wines is 11 Minutes Rosé 2020 from
the Trevenezie IGT. Named for the amount of time
the grapes are gently pressed to yield its subtle blush
color, the wine features a blend of Corvina, Trebbiano
di Lugana, Syrah, and Carmenère varieties. Dominant,
floral Corvina lends 11 Minutes plentiful acidity, but it is
rounded out by the Syrah’s fruit and spice notes. SRP
$19 per 750-milliliter bottle.

HESS COLLECTION DEBUTS FIRST CABERNET SAUVIGNON
IN TWO DECADES

It’s been 20 years since Napa’s Hess Collection Winery has released
a new estate Cabernet Sauvignon. Now, the 2019 Iron Corral has
arrived from the vineyard of the same name that was once home to
the area’s early ranchers. Melding grapes from both the Hess Mount
Veeder and Valley Floor estates, the lush, fruity wine—91 percent
Cabernet Sauvignon, 7 percent Malbec, and 2 percent Petit Verdot—
aged for 18 months in 40 percent new French oak, is a classic, wellbalanced expression of the region. SRP $60 per 750-milliliter bottle.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com
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EXPERIENCE A VIRTUAL TASTING WITH
HEAD DISTILLER ADAM HANNETT
SCAN TO REGISTER NOW
TWO SESSIONS IN NOVEMBER
LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE
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A new generation of products aims to shrink the beverage alcohol industry’s
carbon footprint for a more sustainable future
BY BETSY ANDREWS

A

As a drinks writer, I get sent a lot of bottles in a lot of
packaging. Among recent deliveries: three mattress-thick,
plastic-wrapped slabs of molded foam cushioning a single liter
of boxed wine; a styrofoam shell made for three 750-milliliter
bottles containing one half-bottle of vermouth; a heavy glass
bottle of “sustainable” Malbec in a bed of styrofoam peanuts; and eight
tiny, unbreakable Burgundy samplers in 20-milliliter plastic bottles nested
in a shippable box that was itself swaddled in bubble wrap and tucked
inside a much larger carton.
I like my profession. It’s a privilege to
write about interesting beverages. But my
heart breaks at the amount of waste involved in getting them to me. An estimated
91 percent of plastic packaging—the material that cushions bottles—ends up in the
environment, or in landfills where it leeches harmful chemicals. Then there’s the carbon footprint of making and sending glass.
The drinks media has tended to focus on earth-friendly production. But the
biggest burp of CO2 comes afterwards, in
the glass bottle production and shipping
OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Garçon Wines' flat,
recycled PET bottles // Wild Arc Farms wine for sale // The
Eco Six Pack Ring from Saltwater Brewery // Filling Good
Goods bottles at Wild Arc

that comprises from 51 percent to as much
as 68 percent of wine’s carbon footprint.
Glass is impermeable; it’s great for preserving beverages. But it requires infernolike heat to make and loads of fuel and
packaging to ship. Cans are lighter and
less delicate, but aluminum alloy production billows with greenhouse gases.
As the CO2 index rises above 415 parts
per million and temperatures soar, as
cargo ships languish in COVID-paralyzed
ports and shipping costs skyrocket, isn’t it
time for us to rethink the way beverages
get to consumers?
Luckily, I’m not the only person asking
this question. Box wines, TetraPak wines,
and bulk shipments in large plastic bladders made for bottling or kegging at their

destination avoid the transport of glass.
But ever-more creative ideas are emerging.
With engineers devising alternatives and
drinks companies supporting them, we’re
looking at a beverage packaging revolution.
It comes at a good time for consumer
adoption. Seventy-three percent of consumers say they are willing to pay more
for sustainable packaging, a number that
rises to 83 percent among younger buyers.
Given shortfalls in recycling and composting, none of these solutions is foolproof. But innovation is crucial to the future of the industry and the planet. Here’s
a look at the alternative packages here and
coming soon.

New-Wave Plastic
An estimated eight million tons of plastic ends up in oceans each year, wreaking
havoc on ecosystems, the food chain, and
human health. Why would we want to keep
using it? For Santiago Navarro, founder
and CEO of the British packaging company
Garçon Wines, it’s a matter of triage.
“Our home is on fire,” he said on a recent
panel for Porto Protocol, an organization
seeking climate action in the wine industry.
“We must act like it’s a climate emergency.”

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

As the CO2 index rises above 415 parts per million
and temperatures soar, as cargo ships languish in
COVID-paralyzed ports and shipping costs skyrocket,
isn’t it time for us to rethink the way beverages get to
consumers?

With labs working on infinitely recyclable varieties; think tanks promoting
radically expanding plastics recycling;
and beverage behemoths like PepsiCo
promising 100 percent renewable packaging, the days of throwaway plastic might
be ending. Bacardi has announced that,
in 2023, it will replace 80 million conventional plastic bottles it uses annually
with a novel plastic that “swaps crude oil
for seed oil.” Made by fermenting canola
and other seed oils, the Nodax PHC biopolymer biodegrades in any environment
containing microorganisms, including
home compost bins and fresh or saltwater, within 18 months. That’s as long as
Bacardi is holding an exclusive contract
with Danimer Scientific, the biopolymer’s
maker. After that, it will share the design
with other companies. Imagine a flat version of this biopoly bottle for your poolside rosé, and you’re seeing a much more
sustainable future for your wine.

Cellulose-Fiber Solutions to
Replace Glass
Even in containers designed to lower plastic use, plastic is involved. “Though we
use 77 percent less plastic than a plastic

bottle, plastic is the enabler for all we do,”
admits Malcolm Waugh, CEO of the British-based Frugalpac, manufacturers of the
paper Frugal Bottle.
Similar to a bag-in-box but molded
with heat and moisture into a shape “more
acceptable to a traditional wine drinker,”
the Bordeaux-style bottle is 94 percent
chemical-free, recycled paperboard fused
with water-based glue. Five times lighter
than an average glass bottle, it resists
spills, humidity, and breakage from a fivefoot drop, giving beverages a 12-month
shelf life. The polyethylene metallised
polyester laminate film inside it is removable for recycling—if your municipality
accepts it.
“Film, to be fair, is not well recycled in
the world,” says Waugh. “The infrastructure is not there, but we felt the benefits
of bringing the bottle to market now outweigh the small cost of our liner not being
recycled.”
The Frugal Bottle’s carbon footprint is
84 percent smaller than that of glass. But

ABOVE: Frugalpac molds bottles from recycled paperboard
to create a bag-in-box-style vessel // The Frugal Bottle
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Navarro’s response is what Porto Protocol’s Marta Mendonça calls “a really
disruptive bottle.” It is made of recycled
PET. The food-safe, BPA-free plastic commonly used for containers, PET is 87 percent lighter than glass. More important,
though, is the shape of Navarro’s bottle.
It holds 750 milliliters of wine, but unlike glass bottles, it’s flat. In Bordeaux and
Burgundy versions, it packs tightly into
cartons without need of additional packaging, fitting 91 percent more product on
a shipping pallet.
Better utilization of space, less loading time, and speedier deliveries add up
to savings for wineries, at a 50 percent
reduction in emissions over glass. Though
permeable PET isn’t appropriate for wines
that need long aging, with a nylon-based
oxygen barrier inserted between its walls,
the flat bottle gives up to 21 months of
shelf life. That’s perfect for wine that’s
produced and consumed within the same
vintage, which is 85 percent of the total
global volume, says Navarro.
Australia’s Accolade Wines was an
early adopter for its eco-minded Banrock
Station label, following it up with its British mega-brand Hardys and its Chilean
label Anakena, as “part of our strategy to
take the sustainable packaging option to a
broader consumer base,” says chief marketing officer Sandy Mayo. U.S. companies
can try it when Navarro opens a bottling
facility outside of Los Angeles in 2022.
“The wine industry is unnecessarily
hampered by a bottle that is no longer
fit for purpose for the vast majority of
wines,” Navarro declares. “Ours is a 21stcentury bottle.”
It does have a 21st-century drawback.
Recycled PET has a much lower carbon
footprint than new plastic, and unlike the
coating on TetraPaks and the bags inside
boxed wines, it is, in turn, easily recycled.
Still, under 30 percent of PET containers
are recycled in the U.S. That’s a failure of
policy and infrastructure. “It does not, in
my view, justify not using PET when you
need it,” Navarro says.

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

– Santiago Navarro, Garçon Wines

the real innovation is its localized production model. “Where, historically, there
was a glass maker in every village, now
there are super companies. Most North
American wine glass packaging comes
from China,” says Waugh. “We’re thinking of bringing the machine that makes
the Frugal Bottle to the winery or the region.” Local printers can truck paperboard
sheets to wineries or bulk-wine packers
to be assembled on Frugalpac equipment, getting five times the “bottles”
onto trucks and further reducing the
container’s carbon footprint.
Italian winery Cantina Goccia,
British gin maker Silent Pool, Scotland’s NB Distillery, and a Japanese
sake brand are among early customers, with the first stateside user,
Signal 7 Wines, launching it in the
U.S. this year.
But Frugalpac’s product is
not the only paper-based bot-

TOP LEFT: Hardys packaged in Garçon Wines
bottles // TOP RIGHT: Don Julio's Don-on-the-Run
Margarita Kit is made from bottle-hugging
cardboard, which is cheaper and lighter //
LEFT: The Green Gen Bottle is made of woven
flax fused with bio-resin

sturdy that you can throw it off a 20-story
building. Green Gen is revolutionizing closures, too, fusing grape residue from wine
production into a composite that can replace 40 percent of the plastic in a T-top.
In its original form, the Green Gen
Bottle is 100 percent compostable, but
only in the high-heat facilities that process “compostable” plastics. Of course, not
every municipality has one of these facilities. “That’s a disconnect between what
the consumer really wants and what the
industry has organized of yet,” says CEO
James de Roany, “and we are stuck in the
middle of this.”

The Return of Returnables Creates
A Circular Economy
Even with glass, only 31 percent of containers are recycled in the U.S. Perhaps
the best solution is one that circumnavigates the recycling and composting rut altogether. Co-creator of the first TetraPak
brand, Bandit Wines, and co-founder of
wine-on-tap pioneer The Gotham Project, wine entrepreneur Charles Bieler has
made a career out of newfangled sustainable packaging. Now Bieler (who is married to SevenFifty Daily editor-in-chief
Kristen Bieler) is reaching back in time for
his latest concept, to the days when we left
bottles on the stoop for the milkman.
Having built the national infrastructure to clean, refill, and recirculate wine
kegs, Bieler and partner Bruce Schneider
realized they could do the same with glass.
Employing a customized bottle sanitizer
from the dairy industry, they’ve rolled out
returnable glass bottles in five test markets. The hope is to use each bottle 10 times

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF GARÇON WINES / GREEN GEN BOTTLE COURTESY OF STUDIOZE / COURTESY OF DON JULIO

“The wine industry is
unnecessarily hampered
by a bottle that is no
longer fit for purpose
for the vast majority of
wines.”

tle. Sustainable Swedish paper company
BillerudKorsnäs and Austrian plastics
manufacturer ALPLA have formed the
Paper Bottle Company, or Paboco, creating a bottle using FSC-certified paper and
a plastic-film liner for a 65 percent reduction in plastic content from standard
plastic bottles. Carlsberg, Absolut, and
Coca-Cola Europe are pioneering it, while
Paboco is working on a polymer-free version with a tethered cap that can be recycled entirely as paper.
Other brands are innovating with fiber for secondary packaging. Corona introduced a recycled barley-straw six-pack
holder, and the Eco Six Pack Ring, E6PR,
that Florida’s Saltwater Brewery debuted
in 2018 has expanded its reach to more
breweries, kombucha makers, and other
artisan drinks companies. Made of renewable fibers from food production, the
circular product breaks down in compost
bins. For Don Julio’s Don-on-the-Run
Margarita Kit, the design firm Spearhead
Group nixed typical thermoforms and
plastic windows in favor of a pressure-fit
clamshell case made out of bottle-hugging
BillerudKorsnäs cardboard. Cheaper and
20 percent lighter than thermoform, it ups
the elegance and sustainability of cocktail
kits. Ruinart has introduced a similarly
sleek “second skin” that is nine times less
heavy than their former gift box.
At its La Maison des Startups in Paris,
the Champagne producer’s parent company, LVMH, is also supporting the incubation of a fiber-based liquor bottle. The
brainchild of France’s Green Gen Technologies, the bottle is made of woven
flax fused at low temperatures with
a bio-resin to create a durable composite. Requiring a tenth of the heat
of glass and less than a third of glass’s
weight, the Green Gen Bottle is so

and reduce the carbon footprint of Gotham
Project wines by as much as 90 percent—all
while giving consumers the “full decadent
experience” of serving from glass.
“If you’re a sophisticated wine person
over a friend’s house and they’re serving
wine in a bag-in-box, you’re not accustomed to that,” Bieler says. “I think people
look to wine and wine packaging to project
a bit. There’s an emotional thing. There’s a
potency to traditional glass bottles.”
Gotham Project’s bottle is particularly
potent. To withstand multiple uses, lightweight eco-glass won’t do. So the custom
vessel, embossed with “Return and Reuse,”
must be “reasonably stout,” says Bieler.
And to work, it must be reliably returned,
so Gotham Project incentivizes returns
with a 25-cent credit. Once a buyer hits
$2, they’re asked over email if they’d like
to cash out or donate the money to an environmental non-profit. Still, with returns
less frequent than they’d hoped for, the
partners have shifted focus to restaurants,
where it’s easier to stow, drop off, and pick
up empty cases.
“Returnable, economically, is not a
business yet,” says Bieler. But he’s sanguine. “We feel it’s complementary and the
right thing to do,” he adds. “And the wine
industry is watching us. People are hoping
that this is a viable option.”
The folks at New York–based Good
Goods have worked on the customer experience to ensure returns of the bottles
they make. Taking lessons from earlier
experiments with grab-and-go meals in
returnable containers, they give a $1 store
credit on each bottle brought back.
“Instead of an obligation, it’s a reward,”
says CEO Zach Lawless. Delivered digitally,
the credit allows “additional touchpoints,
so you can communicate with customers,”
opting them into branding messages and
shoring up loyalty. A three-month pilot
program had an 88 percent return rate
among 4,000 users at 10 New York stores.
The hope is to have the bottles at thousands of venues, from natural wine shops
to big box stores, by 2022.

Unlike The Gotham Project, Good
Goods doesn’t produce its own wines.
Instead, it sells bottles to wineries, where
they are filled. A bottle might hopscotch
from winery to winery, acquiring and
being scrubbed of labels as it goes. The
more wineries that sign on, the bigger the
impact. The pioneers are niche brands—
the Hudson Valley’s Wild Arc Farm,
California’s Las Jaras Wines—but with
the Good Goods bottles outperforming
prior sales by 71 percent, the company has
potential to create a circular glass bottle
economy of scale.

Shrinking the Product to Shrink
the Package
Not all solutions are about the bottle. Colorado-based BrewVo seeks to better draft
beer’s unwieldy kegs. “You’re shipping a
lot of water and stainless steel, and shipping back air for reserve logistics,” says
BrewVo CEO Gary Tickle.
BrewVo loses the keg by losing the
water. Using a membrane to separate
out water and alcohol while capturing
the aromas of multiple fermentations,
BrewVo winds up with a non-alcoholic
beer that has six times the flavor density
of regular brew.
At that concentration, the beer can be
shipped in a small bag-in-box, reconsti-

TOP RIGHT: Deschutes uses BrewVo technology for
their Irish Style Dark, which separates out water to
lighten shipping // ABOVE: Gotham Project's Return
and Reuse Bottles

tuted with water, and spiked with grain alcohol or more beer at its destination. Beer
makers can specify the mashbill and then
dial up the ABV when it arrives, and they
save money and carbon emissions on the
shipping. BrewVo’s Next Draft system for
reconstituting the beer saves on taproom
space and refrigerant because there’s no
need to store kegs.
Deschutes is using BrewVo for its nonalcoholic Irish Stout, and the non-alcoholic brand Grüvi uses it, too. Purists might
argue that the grain alcohol–enhanced
beverage the BrewVo system creates is not
really beer. But BrewVo’s own Neologik
non-alcoholic brew won a gold medal at
the 2019 Best of Craft Beer Awards.
“I don’t think the judges had any clue
of what they were tasting, but that’s a
proof point,” says Tickle—at least for the
non-alcoholic version. And given 86 percent less weight and volume than kegs,
beer makers and drinkers might be willing to give these brews a whirl to ease the
emissions of shipping. Along with packaging innovations, players in the cargo ship
world are working, in turn, on zero-emissions vessels.
For the sake of the planet and, and in
the eyes of new generations of consumers, the solutions can’t come soon enough.
“They do have different criteria for how
they select [beverages], and sustainability
is a factor,” Gotham Project’s Bieler points
out. “Increasingly brands will have to be
meaningful. Companies are going to have
to be better, brands are going to have to be
better because we’re dealing with a more
educated and activist consumer.” ■
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THE FINANCIAL CASE FOR ORGANIC
VINEYARD LONGEVITY, HIGHER QUALITY, AND CONSUMER DEMAND
CREATE A HEALTHIER BOTTOM LINE FOR ORGANICALLY FARMED WINES

F

rom $4 Trader Joe’s organic wine to high-end Bordeaux,
growers and vintners are seeing that organic farming costs
are not the barrier they were once considered to be. More
experience and know-how, improved materials, and new
equipment have created better production methods that can make
organic as financially profitable as farming conventionally.
In the past, financial experts assumed
that organic farming meant extra input
costs: extra tractor passes, extra labor, extra materials, and extra equipment. It could
also mean lower yields during transition
years. While cost estimates range widely,
rising consumer demand and longer-lasting, healthier vines are proving to offer a
healthy return on investment for organic
grape farming.

Cost Perceptions
It’s tricky to pinpoint the cost of organic
farming versus conventional on a broad

scale. Some growers say it costs 20 percent
less for inputs to farm organically, while
others say it costs 30 percent more for
inputs. For some, challenges like leafhoppers and mealybugs cannot be overcome,
while for others, they can. Site, climate,
terroir, and experience of grower are all
also significant factors.
But across California, organic farming
is rapidly gaining ground. In Monterey
County, Scheid Vineyards is in the middle
of a 3,000-acre conversion to organic, with
plans for distribution partner Whole Foods
to sell the newly minted wines. Inland in

the San Joaquin Valley, wine giant Bronco
Wine Co. converted 8,000 out of its 40,000
acres to organic for its $4 Shaw Organic
wines sold at Trader Joe’s.
“Organic weed control is pretty much
the same cost,” says Luca Brillante, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of viticulture—Bronco
viticulture chair at California State University, Fresno and a key advisor to Bronco Wine Co.’s conversion. “Conventional
herbicides are costly. Fertilizer is a little
more expensive in organic, but fungicides
are a little bit less expensive in organic. So
overall, the management costs are actually
about the same.”
The number of tractor passes has traditionally been a point of contention in
organic farming cost comparisons. ConABOVE: Pam Marrone conducts research on organic plant
protection products // Chile's Emiliana produces one
million cases of organic and biodynamic wine
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BY PAM STRAYER

We invite you to experience Haïti’s rum crafted from pure sugarcane juice, using a family
tradition passed from generation to generation for over 150 years. Double distilled and
aged 8 years in French oak casks, Rhum Barbancourt is an award-winning rum with unique
aromatic notes.
Rhum Barbancourt, 43% Alc./Vol. (86 Prooof), Imported from Haiti by Crillon Importers Ltd., Paramus, NJ
@barbancourtrhum_usa
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Achieving Comparable Yields
However, the yields for Bronco’s organic
vines (previously pumped up on synthetic
fertilizers) are slightly lower, producing 30
percent less in a region known for pushing
the max on tonnage.
Yields here are often 10 to 15 tons to
the acre for conventional or 10 to 12 tons
for established organic growers. (A grower
in conversion may only get 7 to 10 tons per
acre for vines that have previously fertilized with synthetic nitrogen.)
In Chile, Emiliana CEO Cristian Rodriguez says yields are always the big fear
when a grower contemplates going organic. The company produces one million
cases of organic and biodynamic wine with
rising profits. The second-biggest organic

brand sold in the U.S., their Natura wines
retail for $11. “I can tell you after 25 years
of farming organically, we know our yields
are comparable to conventional,” says Rodriguez. “With good clones and compost,
and good farming on the right site, organic
vine yields are competitive.”
In comparing organic versus chemical
farming, Rodriguez says labor is the biggest expense for all wineries—a factor that
isn’t impacted by organics.
“In vineyards, there are two seasons
in which we spend the most money—
pruning and harvesting,” he says. “And
we harvest more than 80 percent of our
grapes mechanically. So for labor, there is
no difference if you’re organic or not.”

The Payoff of Vineyard Longevity
Vineyard longevity is another huge cost
consideration, and organic growers anecdotally report that organic vineyards typically last longer.
ABOVE: Organic farming at Emiliana // Focusing on soil
health at Emiliana // RIGHT: Carlo Mondavi, chief farming
officer for Monarch tractor, believes new technology can
convert more growers to organic farming

Better Organic Materials and Tools
As organic farming has grown, so have the
products that support it, making organic
farming more feasible and profitable.
“When it was just North Coast
hippies, we had such a small amount of
organic materials available to us,” says
Matthiasson. “Now more and more tools
are available. For example, we now have
really good phosphorus fertilizers. A
decade ago, we didn't.”
Credit former Monsanto entomologist-turned-biopesticide entrepreneur
Pam Marrone in Davis, California for
bringing many of the new organic, bio-
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ventional growers say that by using more
synthetic materials, they make fewer tractor passes, which means lower labor costs
and diesel use.
But according to experienced organic
growers like Steve Matthiasson, proprietor
of Matthiasson Wines in Napa, using preventive measures eliminates extra passes.
“If you look at our organic clients, we're
spraying five to seven times—just like at
our conventional clients—but we're being
really smart about disease risk and plant
resistance to reduce our sprays,” he says.
Nonetheless, one high-end vineyard
consulting company in Santa Barbara
County charges 30 percent more to farm
organically. “Ridiculous,” says Matthiasson. “We charge our conventional and our
organic clients the same.”

“There’s a concept problem here: a
lot of people think that you get less crop,
which is not true. The organic vines live
longer, and they're actually more resistant
to disease progression,” says Mark Neal of
Jack Neal & Sons in Napa.
“When you're using synthetics and
you're using herbicides, you're hurting not
only your soil’s microbiome, you're hurting the plant that you're farming,” adds
organic champion Carlo Mondavi, proprietor of Sonoma-based Raen Wines. “If you
are farming a perennial with chemicals,
chances are that you will have to replant
in 15 years or 20 years versus having organic vines that can last a lot longer, because they’re healthier and sturdier.”
“If you gain a decade more in your
vineyard, obviously, that's a really good
economic model,” adds Mattthiasson.

A VISIONARY
BLEND OF
FINE COGNAC
AND BITTER
ORANGE
LIQUEUR.

DRINK WITH STYLE. DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
GRANDMARNIER.COM

LIVE GRAND
GRAND MARNIER® LIQUEUR. 40% ALC./VOL. (80 PROOF). ©2021 CAMPARI AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY.
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Competitive Advantages
in the Market
But profitability isn’t just about costs—
it’s also about revenue. Recent studies
suggest that the market for organic wines
is stronger than for conventional ones.

ABOVE: Pam Marrone of Marrone Bio Innovations
is responsible for bringing many new organic plant
protection products to market

A recent study conducted by wine
economist Olivier Gergaud, a professor
at Kedge Wine Business School in France,
surveyed more than 7,000 producers in the
Vignerons indépendants de France (VIF)
in 2019 and found that organic and biodynamic producers did better financially than
conventional and sustainable vintners.
“It's usually more profitable in France
to produce organic wines or biodynamic
ones than conventional wines,” he says,
noting that the flow of profits is generally
more stable for organic and biodynamic
wines than for conventional ones.
“Demand is higher and growing at
larger and stronger speeds than the supply,” he adds. “In some places, when you
talk to some wine storekeepers, it's hard
for them to secure access to these wines
because they are in high demand.”
Organic and biodynamic wines were
also shown to achieve higher scores in a
2021 study published in the journal Ecological Economics (also by Gergaud along
with Magali Delmas of University of California, Los Angeles). Looking at 128,000
wines ranging in price from $5 to $450, it
found that more than 30 French wine critics over a 20-year span rated certified organically grown wines six points higher on
average than conventional or sustainable
wines. For biodynamic wines, scores were
12 points higher on average than conventional or sustainable.

While French growers can earn much
higher prices for their organic grapes
compared to conventional, organic growers in the U.S. have faced advantages of a
different kind: Having welcome buyers in
a time of oversupply. Dave Koball, a longtime vineyard manager in Mendocino,
says organic growers there were worried
when a major organic wine brand started
buying its organic grapes for cheaper elsewhere in the state.
But Mendocino’s organic growers are
seeing that new smaller labels or directto-consumer brands promoting “clean
wines” want their grapes. “The guys say, in
the last couple of years, if it was organic,
we could sell it,” he says. “But conventional—it won’t even get touched.”

Healthy Profits Ahead
for Organic Wines
Putting it all together, organic and biodynamic vintner Robert Eden of Château
Maris in Languedoc says these greener
farming systems offer an attractive
package of benefits: higher grape and
wine quality, vineyard longevity, and
customer loyalty.
“Over the long term, I have much
healthier plants in much healthier
soil, producing better-tasting fruit and
producing better wines—which helps me
sell them for that slightly higher price for
the quality of the product,” he says. “And
I have regular customers, some of whom
have been coming back to our wines for
15 years.”
In an industry that competes on flavor,
Eden says organic and biodynamic wines
offer a compelling, competitive advantage.
“People are now becoming much
more convinced in their own practice, the
difference in taste. They've appreciated
better quality. And so they haven't just
bought organic once,” he says. “They
bought organic twice, and they keep on
coming back because they appreciate
the taste. And that is why the market is
growing.” ■
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logical plant protection products to market. These organic products are gentler
and safer, and are now widely used by
many conventional growers, too.
Opting for organic materials is also attractive to consumers, who have changed
the way they feel about the popular herbicide Roundup after recent, widely publicized trials that found it caused cancer.
“No one wants to get caught using
Roundup these days,” says John Roncoroni, a top weed control expert in Napa and
farm advisor emeritus at University of
California Cooperative Extension.
Organic growers are also excited about
the advent of the electric, self-driving
Monarch Tractor, which can be powered
with on-farm solar panels. Led by former
Tesla execs and organic champion Mondavi (who is also Monarch’s chief farming
officer), the company’s powerful $58,000
tractor has state-of-the-art cameras, sensors, and robotics.
California wineries are lining up to
buy them, many with subsidies from the
California Air Resources Board, which enables growers to purchase the Monarchs
very inexpensively.
“I don't know one farmer on this planet that wakes up in the morning and says,
‘I want to go out and farm conventionally,
I want to use chemicals, I want to use herbicides,’” says Mondavi. The new tractors,
equipped with cameras and smarter sensors that enable better data collection and
intelligent systems, can flip the culture of
using pesticides to advantage organic.
“It's all a matter of economics and
convenience,” says Mondavi. “If we can
get rid of those economic divides, which
is what the Monarch tractor does, that is
literally my dream.”

WINE FOCUS

INSIDE
BLAUFRÄNKISCH’S
GLOBAL COMEBACK
PLANTINGS AND QUALITY OF THIS NATIVE
AUSTRIAN RED GRAPE ARE INCREASING—BOTH
IN ITS HOME TURF AND NEW WORLD REGIONS

A

ustria is well-known for its
white wines, particularly
its native Grüner Veltliner,
but the country’s reds have
rapidly gained ground, with
red grape plantings doubling over the
past two decades. While Zweigelt remains
the most widely planted red variety in
Austria, it’s the runner-up, Blaufränkisch, that is garnering acclaim both at
home and abroad.
“If any red variety from Austria can
match the popularity of our Grüner Veltliner, it will be Blaufränkisch,” says Austrian native Aldo Sohm, owner of his
eponymous wine bar and wine director at
Le Bernardin in New York City.

Blaufränkisch—which goes by aliases
such as Lemberger in Germany, Kékfrankos
in Hungary, and Frankovka in Slovenia,
Croatia, and Serbia—is increasing in pockets around the world. Vintners in the historic regions of Burgenland in Austria and
Württemberg in Germany are refocusing
on Blaufränkisch, while producers in cooler
New World regions like the Adelaide Hills,
New York State, and New Jersey are discovering how well the grape performs in their
vineyards as well.
Blaufränkisch is making a comeback—and it’s going global.
NEW ENERGIES IN CLASSIC REGIONS

The early-budding, late-ripening Blau-

fränkisch enjoyed a sterling reputation
in the 19th century Austro-Hungarian
Empire, when varieties that represented
good quality were collectively referred to
as “Fränkisch.” But the grape fell out of
favor in post-war Europe, when advances
in technology turned grape-growing into
a race for volume rather than quality. The
resulting Blaufränkisch wines were thin
and lacked structure, flavor, and balance.
This changed in 1986 when the Ernst
Triebaumer winery in Burgenland produced Ried Marienthal, a single-variety
bottling of Blaufränkisch that is now considered legendary. Triebaumer established
that Burgenland Blaufränkisch had the potential to stand up to international classics,
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but collectively, Austria’s reds still had a lot
of catching up to do.
With the popularity of modern, new
oak-aged styles, the Blaufränkisch wines
of the late 1980s and 1990s were often
tough, overpowered by tannins derived
from the grape’s thick skins.
“I come from Eisenberg, in Burgenland,
and often wanted to show my colleagues
[while working as a sommelier] what my
region can do with Blaufränkisch, but
many examples were rustic,” recalls Uwe
Schiefer, the proprietor of his eponymous
winery in Burgenland, who produced his
first vintage in 1994.
Schiefer is one of the masterminds
responsible for Blaufränkisch’s revival on
its home turf, together with winemaker
Hans Nittnaus and Moric’s Roland
Velich. Since the late 1990s, the three
have showcased and defined the grape’s
potential, as well as the diverse styles that
it can produce.
“When I met with Burgenland
winemakers a decade ago, Blaufränkisch
was their favorite grape to make sitespecific wines within that region,” says
Mike Beneduce, Jr., vineyard manager and
winemaker for Beneduce Vineyards in
New Jersey, who has five acres of mature
Blaufränkisch vines planted.
With more practice and understanding, the overall style of Austrian BlaufränBurgenland vineyards

kisch has become medium-bodied, silky,
and vibrant, rather than tough and tannic,
and plantings have grown from just over
2,600 hectares in 2000 to almost 7,500
hectares in 2019.
But Austria isn’t the only classic region
that has directed renewed energies towards
the variety. Though Blaufränkisch (locally
called Lemberger) was first introduced
to Germany’s Württemberg region in the
19th century under a plan to replace highyielding grapes with noble ones, plantings
have nearly quadrupled since the 1970s.
Today, Lemberger accounts for 16 percent
of the region's vineyard area.
Lemberger works so well in the
relatively warmer Württemberg climate
that it’s permitted to carry the Grosses
Gewächs (GG) designation in this region
alone. “It is a local red variety for high
quality red wine,” says Jochen Beurer,
winemaker of his eponymous winery, who
loves his Lemberger grown in red marl
soils. “It is not as difficult to grow as Pinot
[Noir], however, you have to pick it at the
right time because one day too late can
turn it into a jammy wine.”
POTENTIAL IN U.S. VINEYARDS

Though Blaufränkisch is typically
associated with the warmer regions of
Austria and Germany, compared to the
wine world as a whole, these regions are
still relatively cool to moderate, making
the grape a good fit for U.S. regions where
conditions have historically been more
suitable for white grapes. Blaufränkisch is
quite hardy, with the ability to withstand

long, cold winters and cope with wind,
drought, and heat.
The first commercial bottling of
Lemberger in the U.S. was produced by
Kiona Vineyards in the Red Mountain
AVA of Washington State in 1980, and at
one point, the state was home to around
250 acres of Lemberger. “In the 1970s, the
brain trust latched onto Lemberger as a
good choice in Washington State,” says JJ
Williams, the winery’s general manager. “It
is resilient, yet it produces a tasty red wine
that doesn’t require a lot of oak treatment
and is fairly inexpensive to produce—
it was supposed to be Washington’s
Zinfandel!”
According to Williams, Kiona
Vineyards has almost a cult following of
the wine. Their plantings have increased
from 2 acres in 1976 to 13 acres today, and
they even sell some of it to other local
producers. But as more recognizable red
varieties like Syrah, Merlot, and Cabernet
Sauvignon—which could reliably ripen
in Washington—the state’s Lemberger
plantings declined to below 60 acres today.
More recently, East Coast vintners
have newly embraced Blaufränkisch,
particularly in New York and New Jersey,
where wines may be labeled either Blaufränkisch or Lemberger, depending on
producer preference. While tiny amounts
can be found on Long Island (thanks to
Channing Daughters Winery), it’s found a
niche following in the Finger Lakes, where
it was originally planted for its hardiness.
“When our neighbor started growing
Lemberger, I watched the vineyards in
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the fall and was impressed with how nice
the fruit held up,” says Chris Stamp, the
winemaker at Lakewood Vineyards in the
Finger Lakes. “It is very tough and diseaseresistant, with the exception of powdery
mildew.” Lakewood has been working with
the grape since 2007, producing their first
single-variety Lemberger in 2009, and
Stamp believes the grape has great potential because of its consistent ability to produce quality wine even in tough vintages.
Nancy Irelan, the winemaker and
partner at Red Tail Ridge Winery in
the Finger Lakes, first worked with
Blaufränkisch as part of a research vineyard
she established for E. & J. Gallo back in the
1990s, assessing the viability of obscure
European vinifera varieties. Blaufränkisch
was one of those that did not succeed,
producing “fat, flabby, uninteresting” wines
in the hot climate.
“When we decided to make the move to
the Finger Lakes, we wanted to choose the
best reds for a shorter, cooler growing season,” says Irelan. “Looking at the heritage of
Blaufränkisch, it seemed perfectly suited.”
She has been working with the variety for
over 14 years and considers it a key grape
variety in the region.
Though the overall climate is warmer
than the Finger Lakes, the small, emerging
New Jersey wine industry has developed a
niche affinity for Blaufränkisch as well;
the Garden State Wine Growers Association estimates that about 20 acres of the
variety are planted. Beneduce decided to
work with the grape after examining historical data from his Pittstown, New Jersey
site and noticing that it was “almost identical” to Burgenland.
“It could be one of the grapes our
whole industry rallies around,” he says.
“There aren’t a lot of places that do Blaufränkisch well, but we have the resources,

“To me, it is one of
the most terroir-driven
red varieties.”
- Clara Dalzell,
Flatiron Wines & Spirits

climate, and soils to really do it and set us
apart as an emerging wine region.”
AN ADVENTUROUS CONSUMER BASE

It’s no longer a question of whether Blaufränkisch can create quality wines, and indeed, the wine trade has gotten on board.
“To me, it is one of the most terroirdriven red varieties and I always get good
feedback,” says Clara Dalzell, the general
manager of Flatiron Wines & Spirits in
New York City. The staff jokes that Dalzell’s love for the grape has turned the retailer into a “Blaufränkisch shop.”
“[Blaufränkisch] has the ability to give
you a lot of elements that can be appreciated, from silky, elegant styles like Pinot
Noir, to medium-bodied, spicy reds like
Syrah, to bolder, more robust styles,” says
Philadelphia-based sommelier Hai Tran of
Instagram community Sommation. Moric’s
Velich compares Blaufränkisch to a cross
between northern Rhône Syrah, Nebbiolo
from Piedmont, and red Burgundy.
But consumer awareness remains
a challenge, which isn’t helped by the
grape’s multiple aliases and difficult pronunciation. “The hurdle that I have seen
is brand identity,” says Irelan. “Folks were
unfamiliar with the variety, and not attempting to pronounce the name.”

For emerging regions, some see lack
of name recognition as less of a concern.
“People don’t have any expectations when
they walk into a New Jersey winery, so we
have a blank slate,” says Beneduce. “Let’s
grow the grapes that make the highest
wine quality.”
As a whole, however, Blaufränkisch
has been aided by changing consumer attitudes towards unfamiliar grapes. “Wine
drinkers are getting more adventurous,
looking for value in different pockets
of the wine world,” says Tran. “Generally, folks are becoming much more
open and explorative with their tastes,”
adds Irelan.
Cole Wilson, the director of operations
for Damiani Wine Cellars in the Finger
Lakes, has noticed a marked difference
in the winery’s Lemberger sales. “Twenty
years ago, it was a very hard sell, but now
people buy it by the case,” he says.
The typical quality-to-price ratio also
makes it easier to convince consumers to
dip a toe in the Blaufränkisch pool. “In the
$15 to $25 range, people are not afraid to
experiment, and when they try [Blaufränkisch], they always give good feedback,”
says Steven Sherman, the owner of William Cross Wine Merchants in San Francisco, who notes that high-end bottles
over $100 are still difficult to move.
While it’s unlikely that Blaufränkisch
will ever become as universal as Merlot, it
has established itself as more than just an
obscurity. With the grape's ability to produce high-quality, nuanced wines even in
unfavorable conditions, expect more fine
examples—from Austria to the United
States—in the future. n
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Mike Beneduce, Jr., vineyard manager and winemaker
for Beneduce Vineyards in New Jersey.
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SUSTAINABILITY IS DRIVING
GROWTH FOR CHILEAN WINE
TEN YEARS AFTER LAUNCHING ITS GROUNDBREAKING
SUSTAINABILITY CODE, WINES OF CHILE IS DRIVING AWARENESS
AND GROWTH WITH THE SUSTAINABILITY 365 CAMPAIGN
BY CHRISTY FRANK

"Things are changing as
the younger generation
of consumers looks to
buy sustainably."
- Julio Alonso, Wines of Chile USA

approach. As Patricio Parra, the managing director of the R&D Consortium Vinos
de Chile explains: “We aim to manage the
whole company, not just specific wines.”
Certification takes place every two
years with the cost based on a sliding
scale in order to provide access for small
and mid-sized wineries. There are also
educational workshops and on-site visits
designed to further broaden the program’s
reach and impact. “We have a leitmotif for
sustainability,” says Julio Alonso, Wines
of Chile USA’s executive director. “With
an extended number of smaller wineries
that are committed to the same cause, it’s
a great point of gathering.”
Ten years later, the numbers prove that
SCWI has been a uniting force within the
wine industry. Over 80 percent of Chilean
wine exports are certified sustainable, with

Solar panels in the vineyards of Aresti

that figure projected to climb to 100 percent
by 2025. Currently 123,500 vineyard acres
have been certified sustainable (an area
that’s roughly the size of Napa Valley, Sonoma, and Mendocino counties combined),
representing about 25 percent of the county’s total land under vine. Individual wineries have reduced energy consumption by 4
to 18 percent, with some seeing reductions
as high as 30 percent. And in a country
where water usage is always top of mind,
the program has resulted in decreases of 3
to 20 percent, with some wineries seeing 55
percent reduction.
This commitment to continuous improvement will also ensure that the Chilean
wine industry will remain well-positioned
to take on unpredictable climate challenges
with solutions that offer concrete, measurable results. Consider carbon footprint reduction: Concha y Toro has developed and
shared a methodology for measuring actual
carbon reduction levels and tying them to
specific costs and targets. Last June, several companies used this roadmap to sign
a commitment to specific carbon reductions—a wine industry first.
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decade ago, Chile launched one of
the wine industry’s most wideranging sustainability programs—
well before it was a hot topic in
an increasingly hot world. Now,
the category leader is working to move
the needle on awareness of Chile’s sustainability efforts with the Wines of Chile
Sustainability 365 campaign. As buyers
and consumers alike begin to factor sustainability into their wine purchasing decisions, sales of Chilean wine are increasing—and it’s no coincidence.
Chile’s formalized sustainability efforts began in 2011 with the Sustainability Code for the Chilean Wine Industry
(SCWI), which includes 351 individual requirements, expanding its focus beyond
the usual suspects of viticulture and vinification. In 2018, standards involving human rights and social issues were incorporated into the SCWI, with wine tourism
considerations following in 2020.
Wines of Chile’s R&D Consortium administers the program, and in recognition
of the group’s wildly diverse members, the
SCWI was designed to apply to wineries of
any size operating in the country’s range
terroirs. Based on a continuous improvement system, the code takes a holistic
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A NEW ERA FOR
MARSALA

T

hough Cantine Florio is one of
Marsala’s most historic producers, it’s no stranger to innovation:
Founded in 1833, it was the first
Italian winery to produce and export Marsala. Now, this trailblazer is transforming
perceptions of Marsala, proving that it can
pair just as well with a wide range of foods
as it can create intriguing cocktails.
Overlooking the Mediterranean Sea
in western Sicily—the only place that authentic Marsala can be produced—Cantine
Florio produces a wide range of Marsalas
from the region’s native varieties, particularly Grillo.
“Marsala offers variety, versatility,
and profitability to our customers, and we
are excited to grow the Florio brand with
VecchioFlorio and the Reserve line,” says
Ray Stoughton, EVP and general manager
of Disaronno International, the importer
and marketer of Florio in the U.S. All of
Florio’s Marsalas, which include the classic

"We are excited to bring
an elevated experience
of Marsala to consumers
so they can learn the
true essence of Sicily."
- Giacomo Tarquini, Cantine Florio

VecchioFlorio line (VecchioFlorio Dry and
VecchioFlorio Sweet) and the Reserve line
(Targa, Terre Arse, and Oltre Cento), are
aged for extended periods of time in oak
barrels, which brings complex notes of
nuts and dried fruit to the fortified wines.
But just as Cantine Florio launched
Marsala as a category nearly 200 years ago,
the producer is now sparking a new era of
consumption by proving that Marsala is
no longer just a dessert or cooking wine.
Florio emphasizes that Marsala is a versatile, high-quality wine that can pair with
a range of foods and create an intriguing
and innovative cocktail.
“We are excited to bring an elevated
experience of Marsala to consumers so
they can learn the true essence of Sicily,” says Giacomo Tarquini, the global
marketing director for Florio. With options ranging from dry to sweet, Florio’s
Marsalas offer endless pairing possibili-

ties across a range of cuisines. Contrast
rich, nutty, dried fruit flavors with salty
cheeses like Parmigiano-Reggiano or blue
cheese, or explore how a touch of sweetness can cool down the spicy flavors of
Szechuan chicken.
Increasingly, bartenders and sommeliers are using Florio’s Marsalas as
high-quality cocktail ingredients, from
simple preparations like Terre Arse with
tonic to more creative ones in place of
vermouth, for example. Disaronno International is showcasing Marsala’s potential in mixology with the Manhattan
Superiore, a twist on a classic with The
Busker Irish Whiskey and VecchioFlorio
Sweet Marsala.
“The substitution of Marsala, a true
hidden gem, for the classic vermouth
gives the cocktail tremendous additional
complexity and nuance,” says Erik Segelbaum, the founder of SOMLYAY.
Adds Sly Cosmopoulos, the director of
beverage marketing for Republic National
Distributing Company, “If you are looking
for a slight twist or something other than
an Old Fashioned or Manhattan, this is the
ideal drink.”
With a long history of crafting highquality Marsalas, Cantine Florio is ideally
positioned to challenge and transform
perspectives of traditional Marsala consumption. Get ready—Marsala is making a
comeback. n
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CANTINE FLORIO IS TRANSFORMING
PERCEPTIONS OF MARSALA CONSUMPTION
THROUGH INNOVATIVE
PAIRINGS AND CREATIVE COCKTAILS

NEW
PRODUCTS

1

2

1. PATRÓN 2021 MEXICAN HERITAGE
TIN LIMITED EDITION

Designed by celebrated Mexican street artist
SENKOE, this collab aims to connect the
artistry that goes into creating a piece of art, a
fashion collection, and a handcrafted tequila.
The bottle and tin are inspired by the PATRÓN
x John Geiger streetwear collection, which
highlights the tradition of tequila production
with a long-sleeved shirt featuring an image of
a jimador farmer harvesting Blue Weber agave.

SRP: $65
patrontequila.com

4. NOVO FOGO BAR STRENGTH
SILVER CACHAÇA

The innovative cachaça producer has released
a new higher-proof silver cachaça designed
for bartenders. As the first-ever carbon-neutral
distilled spirit, Novo Fogo Bar Strength Silver
has a minimal environmental impact, from
distillery to cocktail glass. The new one-liter
bottle features a smaller, circular footprint,
a taller neck, and a slimmer midsection that
fits in the well and is easier to handle. Bottled
at 43% ABV, Novo Fogo Silver is distributed
nationally by 375 Park Avenue Spirits, a
division of The Sazerac Company.

SRP: $24
novofogo.com

3

2. THE LANGUAGE OF YES

Randall Grahm and E. & J. Gallo have
teamed up to launch this new collection
of wines made from grapes grown in
California’s Central Coast. Inspired by the
wines of the South of France, Grahm has
crafted a rosé made from Tibouren and
Cinsault, to be followed by a Grenache and
a Syrah from the Rancho Real vineyard.

SRP: $40
languageofyeswine.com

5. CAPOSALDO PROSECCO DOC ROSÉ
BRUT MILLESIMATO

Italy’s iconic sparkling wine producer has
entered the Prosecco Rosé category with
the release of their Brut Millesimato Rosé.
The new expression is made with 85 percent
Glera and 15 percent Pinot Nero, and, in
accordance with the category regulations,
contains at least 85 percent of grapes from
the stated vintage. Sourced from northern
Italy’s Veneto and Friuli-Venezia Giulia
regions, the Brut Millesimato is marked by
notes of red berries and minerality. Imported
by Kobrand, it will retail for $13.99.

SRP: $13.99
kobrandwineandspirits.com
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3. CALIROSA’S CALIFORNIA RED
WINE BARREL AGED TEQUILA

Produced by the Real family in Amatitán,
Jalisco, Calirosa combines California
winemaking tradition with Mexico’s tequila
craftsmanship. With Blue Weber agave
harvested at a higher sugar content than
industry standard, Calirosa’s master distiller
ferments and twice distills the tequila before
aging it in California red wine barrels, which
impart flavors of cherry and raspberry. The
Rosa Blanco is aged for 30 days for a soft pink
hue, and the añejo is aged for 18 months with
a darker hue and notes of toffee and vanilla.

SRP: $49 Blanco; $74 Añejo
calirosatequila.com

6. BOMBAY SAPPHIRE X STEVEN
HARRINGTON LIMITED EDITION

Teaming up with Los Angeles-based artist
Steven Harrington, Bombay Sapphire
has released a new bottle designed with
whimsical illustrations of its 10 vapor-infused
botanicals, including the artist’s signature
palm tree characters. This marks the second
artist-designed Limited Edition bottle for
Bombay Sapphire, following the inaugural
Limited Edition designed by Hebru Brantley
and released in July 2020.

SRP: $22.99
bombaysapphire.com
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7. MEZAN RUM'S CHIRIQUI

A pioneer in all-natural rum with no additives,
Mezan is a limited collection of “unaltered”
rums that aim to express their origins
throughout the Caribbean. The newest
release, Chiriqui, is a molasses-based rum
from Panama where the distillery grows its
own cane and cultivates traditional yeasts.
Chiriqui is then aged in second-fill American
white oak casks, and finished in casks used
for Portuguese Moscatel. The brand will
be imported and distributed by Marussia
Beverages USA.

SRP: $25
mezanrum.com

10. BACARDI’S CARIBBEAN-INSPIRED
TROPICAL

The newest flavor innovation from rum giant
Bacardi, Tropical is a limited-edition release
infused with pineapple, coconut, and guava
fruit flavors. At 100 calories per serving,
Tropical is the 8th flavor currently available in
the U.S.

SRP: $12.99
bacardi.com
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8. BASIL HAYDEN’S TOAST

Crafted by eighth-generation distiller
Freddie Noe, Basil Hayden’s newest
expression is a new mash bill dominated by
brown rice and toasted barrel finish. Toast is
designed to be a softer, smoother bourbon
with greater depth of flavor. Swapping out
the brand’s traditional rye for U.S.-grown
brown rice, Noe sought to express more
sweet, caramelized sugar and roasted notes,
with less spice. The newest permanent
expression to join the Basil Hayden family
of Kentucky bourbons since 2017, Toast will
retail for approximately $49.99.

SRP: $49.99
beamsuntory.com

11. TEQUILA DON JULIO PRIMAVERA

To make this new expression, Don Julio’s
master distiller takes the brand’s traditional
reposado and finishes it in casks previously
used to age orange wine. The result is a
smooth tequila that is highlighted by notes
of macerated citrus, honey, and a hint of
spice. With a silky texture, Primavera is
designed to be consumed on the rocks with
an orange wheel or with a splash of club
soda.

SRP: $99
diageo.com
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9. PINK FLAMINGO GRIS ROSÉ FROM
DOMAINE ROYAL DE JARRAS
Named for the pink flamingos that live
on this sandy coastal area of the littleknown Sable de Camargue subregion of
the Languedoc, this certified organic rosé
is made from ungrafted Grenache vines.
Winemaker Auriane Eysseric balances fruit
aromatics and freshness with grapes from
the famed Vignoble de Sables vineyard
covering three coastal strips. Thanks to
these sandy soils, these are some of the
only vines that escaped phylloxera in the
late 19th century.

SRP: $12.99
domainedejarras.com

12. TANQUERAY GIN’S COCKTAILS
IN CANS

Inspired by Charles Tanqueray's original
recipes, these RTD cocktails are now
available nationally in three variants: Gin
& Tonic, Rangpur Lime Gin & Soda, and
Sevilla Orange Gin & Soda. Made with only
natural flavors and containing 6% ABV per
12-ounce can, they are available in fourpacks for $14.99.

SRP: $14.99 / 4-pack
diageo.com
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POUILLY-FUISSÉ’S FIRST PREMIER
CRUS ARRIVE IN THE U.S.
BURGUNDY’S FAMED WHITE WINE APPELLATION DEBUTS 22
PREMIER CRU VINEYARDS. WHAT BUYERS NEED TO KNOW—
AND WHY THIS MARKS A NEW CHAPTER FOR THE MÂCONNAIS

L

ast September, vintners in
Pouilly-Fuissé celebrated
the long-awaited French
National Institute of Origin
and Quality (INAO) approval
of 22 premier cru vineyards in the region,
the first premier cru designations for the
Mâconnais as a whole. In total, 194 hectares of vineyards were elevated to premier
cru status, comprising 24 percent of Pouilly-Fuissé’s total vineyard area.
As some of the first Pouilly-Fuissé
premier cru wines begin to arrive in the
U.S., here is what you need to know about
what the new quality designation means
for the region, and what to expect from
the individual wines themselves.
A DECADE-LONG JOURNEY

When Frédéric-Marc Burrier, who runs
Maison Joseph Burrier/Château de Beau-

regard in Pouilly-Fuissé, was reelected as
president of the Union des Producteurs
de Pouilly-Fuissé in 2007, he urged fellow
growers to undertake a comprehensive
study of the region, and subsequently apply for premier cru recognition in 2010.
“We realized that it was unfair for the
Mâconnais to be the only subregion in
Bourgogne without a classification of the
best climats,” says Burrier.
According to him, Pouilly-Fuissé’s lack
of premier crus stems from German occupation in World War II. In the 1940s, Germans could requisition ordinary wines,
but they were forced to pay for classified
ones, spurring Burgundy’s appellations in
occupied France to submit a list of climats
that could be classified as premier cru
(therefore requiring payment for these
wines). Because Mâconnais was further
south in non-occupied France, they did

not submit any climats to be considered
for premier cru status. In fact, this is the
first addition of premier cru vineyards in
Burgundy since 1943.
The region drafted a shortlist of vineyards that could potentially be elevated to
premier cru status and then worked with
the INAO to determine the specific criteria
that would qualify a vineyard as premier
cru, including historical use by growers,
reputation in the market and media, price
and quality level of the wines, and physical
conditions like altitude, slope, exposure,
and soil. Vineyards were then evaluated
again with this criteria in mind.
Though Burrier initially expected approval in 2018 (after the Union des Producteurs de Pouilly-Fuissé voted to approve the final climats in September 2017),
the final legal processes took time to execute and confirm.
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“The new designation adds prestige
to Pouilly-Fuissé in general because now,
with premier cru vineyards, it has the
same hierarchy as the rest of Bourgogne,”
says Burrier, who believes that this marks
a new chapter for Mâconnais as a whole.
“Bourgogne wine consumers are used to
hierarchy and the Côte d’Or premier cru
and Grand Cru wines have [established]
the prestige of the region around the
world.”
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE MARKET

As in other Burgundy appellations, Pouilly-Fuissé’s regulations for its premier cru
wines are stricter: Yields are limited to
56 hectoliters per hectare, no chemical
herbicides are allowed, and wines must
be aged until July 1 of the following year.
Within the Pouilly-Fuissé region, the villages of Chaintré and Vergisson each have
four premier cru vineyards, while Fuissé
and Solutré-Pouilly each have eight (one,
Vers Cras, is shared by Fuissé and SolutréPouilly).
Burrier, who will produce six PouillyFuissé premier crus, estimates that more
than 100 producers will release a PouillyFuissé premier cru wine for the inaugural
2020 vintage; some of these are already
being sold as pre-arrivals in the U.S. Others will wait longer, like Aurélie Cheveau,

co-owner of Domaine Cheveau with her
husband Nicolas and the current president of the Union des Producteurs de
Pouilly-Fuissé as of December; she will
age Domaine Cheveau’s premier cru wines
for 22 months before release.
Many of these wines are not new,
though they newly carry the premier cru
designation; part of the reason why these
22 climats were elevated to premier cru is
because vintners had already recognized
their elevated quality and highlighted
them in single-vineyard wines. “But we
estimate that the new classification will
help to increase the number of producers involved in premier cru,” adds Burrier, who notes that many of Château de
Beauregard’s premier cru wines have been
made for generations.
“There won’t be huge changes speaking about the way we consider and present our wines,” says Audrey Braccini, the
winemaker of Domaine Ferret, who notes
that Jeanne Ferret, who initiated estate
bottling at the winery, began to bottle
single-vineyard wines more than 40 years
ago. “For the domaine, it will be a kind of
assertion of our practices and of Mme.
Ferret’s mind.” Some of the cuvée names

may change, however; Domaine Ferret’s
Tournant de Pouilly wine, for example,
now falls under the Les Reisses premier
cru designation.
It remains to be seen which premier
crus will have more of a presence in the U.S.
market, though larger climats have a leg up
because of their size; these include Pouilly
(19.37 hectares; located in the historic heart
of Pouilly-Fuissé), Les Vignes Blanches
(19.13 hectares; tends to create perfumed
wines), Au Vignerais (18.67 hectares), Sur
La Roche (14.76 hectares; with a name referring to its location “on the rock” of Vergisson), Ver Cras (13.56 hectares; makes
minerally, salty wines from thin soils over
chalky limestone), and Les Chevrières (11.22
hectares). Burrier, Cheveau, and Braccini
will all make wines from the Les Ménétrières (5.22 hectares) as well, which yields
powerful, long-aging wines with depth.
Buyers should expect a range of premier cru wines at different prices to come
to the market—which is part of what will
make Pouilly-Fuissé premier cru wines so
intriguing to explore. “The diversity of the
terroirs is part of the Burgundian culture,
and Pouilly-Fuissé has real treasures to be
discovered,” says Cheveau. n
Frédéric-Marc Burrier
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his summer, Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of America’s (WSWA)
2021 Brand Battle provided a stage for diverse representation
across the largest wine and spirits categories. Throughout the
summer, contenders competed within their own categories
to earn a spot in the final 2021 Brand Battle Championship. Brand
representatives had access to some of the country’s largest wine and
spirits distributors and received valuable feedback from the judges.
Here are some of the takeaways from category winners on what
they learned—and what they think made their product a stand-out.

VODKA & GIN

“I find it’s easiest when you talk about
something that you care about. I think that
what’s important when you’re telling your
story to anybody is to focus on the human
side. For us, people are what makes our
distillery interesting and what we try to do
with our people, and what we try to do for
[the community] is important. If you can tell a
story that accentuates the human side, people can connect with that.”
– Chris Montana, Owner, Du Nord Social Spirits

TEQUILA & MEZCAL

“Mezcal and tequila are the two flagships of the
Mexican culture regarding spirits. We need to
recognize the work of all the people behind the
process. We are a land-to-bottle product, and this
is part of my heritage, part of my legacy; I am a fifth
generation [distiller]. You need to tell the story of all the
people involved. How are you helping the people? How
are you protecting the environment? How many agave
plants are you replanting? I’m a businessman, and I’ve
learned that you need teamwork. This brand is a result of teamwork.”
— Rene Paz Muñozcano, Managing Partner of QM Spirits,
Producer of Mezcal Quiéreme Mucho

READY-TO-DRINK

“As an entrepreneur I value hearing other people’s stories
and seeing how people develop their products in different
ways. Both in [Brand Battle] and in the real world, the
product ultimately speaks for itself and defines success.
I can tell our story all day long, but success is that
magic moment when someone actually tastes the
product, and they light up. We believe that taste is
king. If we can create something that tastes good, then
we know that we're going to start to win fans, both
among consumers and the trade.”
— Andrew Rodbell, Co-Founder,
Post Meridiem Spirit Company

“I don’t have a big team, I don’t have this crazy
bankroll, and the spirits business is extremely
competitive and expensive for emerging brands. I
have to make every penny count. I know I can be
authentic and tell a true story about why I’m doing
this. I saw Brand Battle as leveling the playing
field where dollars and cents don’t matter, but
authenticity, quality of product, and brand story do.”
— Hatton Smith II, Founder and President,
Campesino Rum

WINE

“[WSWA Brand Battle is] an unbelievable opportunity to let
distributors from around the country know who we are and
hopefully establish new partnerships. Winning our category
was the icing on the cake. Considering that these judges
are ‘top of the pyramid’ in terms of their relevance in the
industry and their ability to determine brand potential, I
was extremely pleased with their comments. The questions
proposed to me were relevant and insightful and it was
very validating to our brand to be included in such good
company with the other nominees.”
— Scott Maybaum, Owner, Good Fucking Wines

LOW- & NO-ALCOHOL

“We know how to make great wine, we’ve been
doing it for a very long time. But making a lowalcohol wine is entirely different because you’re
taking out two things that are really important to
making wine taste great: Alcohol and sugar. So
the fact that the judges said that our wine was
delicious—I think one judge said it was the ‘best
better-for-you wine’ he’s tasted—just made my
heart sing. And that’s really a testament to our
vineyard team and to our winemaking team.”
—Heidi Scheid, Executive Vice President, Scheid Family Wines,
Producer of Sunny with a Chance of Flowers

WHISKEY & BOURBON

“Being a veteran of the industry, coming from the
distribution side, I’m very familiar with WSWA. Like
many brands during COVID, we were looking for ways to
increase our digital footprint—with consumers and trade
as well. Brand Battle is a great experience. We’re very
passionate about the brand that we're building, so any
opportunity to get in front of more like-minded industry
folks is something we wanted to take advantage of.”
—Jon Newton, Director of Sales, Castle & Key Distillery

Interested in learning more about these brands? You can find
the full Q&A sessions with each category winner at WSWA.org.
Are you a craft brand looking for free resources to help launch
and build your startup brand? Check out WSWA.org/Access
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Tom Leonard
of Pickles Pub:

What the Great Reopening
Looks Like in Baltimore
Restaurant and bar proprietors are getting
creative in an effort to get 'back to normal'.
BY TEDDY DURGIN

P

ickles Pub is a family-friendly,
game-day institution that has been
serving classic pub fare since March
1988. Located across from Oriole
Park at Camden Yards and near M&T Bank
Stadium, it has become a Baltimore favorite among Orioles and Ravens fans, tourists,
and downtown regulars. Bustling and teeming with customers before the pandemic?
For sure. Empty seats and tables during the
pandemic? Co-owner Tom Leonard and his
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staff had to pivot greatly.
“Because we have a good brand name
and we’re right across from the ballpark, the
business always came to us,” he said, during
a recent Beverage Journal interview. “Our
whole business acumen was ‘How can we
maximize this?’ and ‘How can we get more
people in here and make them happy?’ Online ordering, having a social media presence, and all of that stuff – we did it, but it
was an after-thought. When the pandemic

happened, we didn’t transition incredibly
well, because we thought like so many others, ‘Oh, by the latest, things will get back to
normal in June or July.’”
He continued, “We had to up our online ordering game and our social media
presence! Once you’re behind on that, it’s
hard to catch up. We’ve updated our website twice, but so has everybody else. We’ve
improved our online ordering system, but
(continued on page 52)
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so has everybody else. Places like Jimmy’s
Seafood, which had online ordering and
mobile food trucks before the pandemic,
were much more ready for it. Places like
ourselves, we not only had to deal with paying the bills and keeping the staff engaged
while working very limited hours, we also
had to play catch-up.”
From out of hardship, though, came invention and a willingness to try new things.
“The great thing has been the increased use
of QR codes,” Leonard declared. “We can
now change menus quick and automatically.
If we’re out of a beer or a [food option], I
can jump on my phone or my computer and
change the menu on the online format, upload it to the QR code, and done! People
then just scan the codes at the table, and
– BOOM – updated menu. It was a tool that
had been there for a while for us to use, but
we were just too old school. Now it’s here to
stay.”
And now with the “Great Reopening”
taking hold even amid the COVID-19 vari-

"The great thing
has been the
increased use of
QR codes,”
~ Tom Leonard

ants, Pickles Pub is welcoming back customers . . . sometimes in droves. “It’s been
100 percent better than last year without a
doubt,” Leonard acknowledged. “A good
metric for us is stadium attendance. The
Orioles are probably averaging – what? –
8,000 a game? Camden Yards can get up to
47,000. So, it’s a pretty small number. But,
for us, the dollars spent by people going
to the games are the highest they’ve ever
been! From that metric, we’re doing well.
People like our outside seating. It’s more
important than air conditioning. And there’s
a lot more table service in what we’re calling
the post-pandemic era. We probably have
more staff now than we did in 2019.”
Leonard further observes the changes in
Pickles Pub’s clientele. People are different
now than they were prior to March 2020.
“That middle person doesn’t exist anymore,” he said. “It’s either, ‘I want incredible service! Give me everything I want and
then some!’ or ‘Thank you SO much for being open! We’re here to support you. We’ll
over-tip, and we don’t care if it takes longer
to get food and drinks to the table.’ It’s literally those two things. The middle customer,
I suppose, is our die-hard regulars who were
set in their routine, and they’re just so happy
their routine is happening again.”
Through it all, Leonard has had to keep
a steady hand at the wheel. It hasn’t always
been easy, of course. But he’s hopeful the
(continued on page 54)
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Testimonials
“He did a great job and I would recommend anyone

who is thinking of selling their business to contact
Steve prior to signing with anyone else. He does his
research and puts people together…”
Barry G., Prince George’s County

“Your knowledge and ability to put out fires can't be

measured in dollars and cents. With all the things that
came up, I'm not sure this sale would have happened
without your expertise…”
Ron S., Frederick County

“Steve followed the transaction through every step of
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• Kenilworth Liquors
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• Leeds Liquors
• All Saints Liquors
• I.M. Wine
• Dual Hwy. Liquors
• Decker’s Wine & Spirits
• Hideaway Lounge

the process offering advice on dealing with the
Landlord, the Governmental authorities as well as the
buyer. The expertise that Mr. Atkins brought to the sale
was appreciated by both parties and was the sole
reason that I was able to complete the sale
and retire.”
Maben K., Anne Arundel County

• Franks Den
• Staples Corner Liquors
• Shop Rite Liquors
• Short Stop Beverage Barn
• Harpers Choice Liquors • Milford Liquors
• John’s General Store
• Clauss Liquors
• Star Liquors
• 7 Courts Liquors
• Cranberry Liquors
• Walther Liquors
• Woodensburg Market
• Bernie’s Liquors
• Ye Old Packaged Goods
• Muddy Creek Liquors
• Old Orchard Liquors
• The Liquor Store
• Camelot Liquors
• Centreville Liquors
• Federal Hill Wine & Spirits

Atkins Business Solutions
A division of Atkins Realty Group, Inc.

Call us today!
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worst is over. “My partner and I are really
vested in the business,” he concluded. “We
own the building. So, there was no way we
were going to fail! It was the same thing as,
‘Hey, are you gonna lose your house?’ ‘No!
Where would I live?!’ The big revelation
that we had going through all of this was . .
. we really, really like what we do! Because
it deﬁnitely tested every color of our rainbow. There wasn’t a single thing that didn’t
come into question during 2020. We had to
deal with supply shortages, stafﬁng issues,
when you could do business, how you could
do business, increased inspections. Every
protocol, every procedure – everything you
could imagine – was tested to its limits. And
I think we’ve passed.” ■
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